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ABSTRACT
The problcm of finding the optimal shapeof a continuousstructureis ~
using, altematively, hcuristic,
cvolutionary and mixcd cvolutionary and hewistic optimization stratcgies. Boundaries arc represcntcdby
B-splines.Two hcuristicsfor minimizing the wcight of a structuresubjcct to limits on von Mises stressesand
geometricalconstraintsarc implementcd:'gcncralizcd biological growth' and 'pcnalizcd biological growth'.
Penalizedbiological growth adds to gcneralizcdbiological growth a control for shapechanges.This control
il bascdon the overallstatc of constraintssatisfactionin the structure.The two bcuristics arc vcry efficient at
improving the designs.but they do not yield gJoba11y
optjma1Sbapcs.Thereforc, thcy arc intcrfaccd with an
cvolutionaryoptimizer. Differcnt strategiesfor mixing cvolutionaryscarchand biological growth are comparcd.
Resuitsarc obtained for fan disk shapeproblcms.They show that mixing evolutionaryscarchwith biological
growth improvesthe efficiency of the optimization. The methodoffers to the designerncw paths for a bettcr
componentdetennination.C 1998 John Wilcy & Sons,Ltd.
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INTRODUcnON
Finding the optimal Shapeof a continuousSb'Uctureis a central problem in mechanics.It arises
when minimizing the amount of material,when reducingstressesin critical regions, or when new
spacerequirementsare imposed. Most recent studies avoid the use of simple pararnetric shape
descriptions,which result in a sizing problem, becausethey restrict the set of shapesthat could
be produced. The two main strategiesapplied for shape ophmi7Ahonare either a macroscopic
description of the componentboundaries(for example in terms of splines,"2) or a description
of the microstructureof the material (homogenization3.
4). ln both cases,the freedom gained in
the sb'Ucturalpart description bas a price in terms of nurnerical difficulties. Most macroscopic
approachesto shapeoptimization conjugatemoving boundariesand finite elementanalysis.Finding
a mesh that accurately describesthe mechanicalcomponent is a first difficulty. But it is also
necessaryto obtain precisevaluesof the sensitivitiesto shapechangesin order to perform gradientbased optimization, which is a costly procedure.sEven if precise sensitivities cao be calculated
and mathematical programming methods uscd, sbape optimization problems are in general
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non-convex,so !hat the globality of the resulting designis not guaranteed.Homogenization-based
strategiesfor topology (which includes shape)optimization avoid problems of boundary descriptions and remeshingby computing the optimal porosity distribution in the structure. Yet, there
are limitations specific to homogenization:when a non-porousmaterial is used, it is necessaryto
post-processthe result of the optimization in order to remove intermediateporosities. Homogenization is limited to elastic materials.Finally, certain boundaryconditions, like pressure,cannot
be imposedwhen homogenizationis used.
Becauseshape optimization remains a challenging problem, alternative approacheshave kept
appeariog.Noticeableamong those are the ODesthat mimick the way trees grow, called 'biological growth',6 and the methodsbasedon the use of global, stochastic,optimization procedures.7-IO
Biological growth is an effectiveheuristic for reducing stressesin localized regions. However, designs producedby biological growth dependstrongly on the startiog design, i.e. they may DOtbe
globally the best solution. Simulatedannealingand evolutionaryalgorithms,on the other band, are
stochasticoptimizersthat cao handle non-convexproblemsand look for the global optimum. The
principal drawback of these methodsis their computationalcost when dealing with numerically
expensiveproblems,like the ODesassociatedto finite elementsmodels.ln References7-10, simulated annealingand evolutionaryalgorithmshave bccn usedto find optimal shapes,but always in
a discretefashion, i.e. by partitioning the design spacein subregionsand by deciding whether to
put material in those subregionsor DOt.
ln the present study, we optimize the shape of structural componentswhose boundariesare
describedby B-splines. The continuousnature of the matter is thereforeweil respected.The optimization is carried out using evolutionary search,biological growth, and a mix of evolutionary
searchand biological growth. The thrust for coupling evolutionary and biological searchesis the
expectationof achieving reliable, global optimization (which is the quality of evolutionary optimizers) at a low computationalcost (thaoks to the 'expert' contribution of biological growth).
The fust part of the paper presentsthe optimal shapedeterminationproblem. We next propose
an evolutionary approachto shapeoptimization. The third part of the paper describestwo implementationsof biological growth, the generalizedand the penalizedbiological growth, in order
to handle generalshapeproblems. Strategiesfor mixing biological growth and evolutionary algorithms are then discussed.Finally, comparativetestsof the various optimization methodspresented
are given for a fan disk shapeproblem.
2. OPTIMAL SHAPE PROBLEM
2.1. Objectivefunction formulation
ln generaI,shapeoptimization problemshave some of their boundariesthat are free to move,
within certain conditions, while the others are fixed by manufacturingconsideratioDS.Here, we
cali x the variables that code the position of the free boundaries,V the volume of the structure,
and Vo an upper bound on the volume. We further let Si be a set of na stressand ng geometry
related values, and srnow be their upper bounds.The optimization problem is formulated as,

Minimizef(x)
such th~(x)

r(x)
C 1998 John Wiley &. Sons, Ltd.
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are ni constraintson the geometl'yof

the boundary. The constraintsr
are implementedthrough a penalty strategy.The constraints
r
are Dot included here becausethey will implicitly be taken into accountin the optimizers
(cf. Sections3.2 and 4.1). Finally, the optimization problem is fonnulated as,
Minimize /P(x) = VIVo+ p(maxi(g;tress(X»)

(2)

where (a) =max(a, 0) and pis a positive penalty factor.
2.2. Coding of the shapesand mesh generation
The varying boundariesare coded using B-splines.ll B-splines are a widespreadway of representing curves and surfacesin CADCAM applications.They permit the description of a large
number of possible shapeswith a small numberof parameters,while ensuringboundarycontinuity
and smoothness.ln the presentapplication,B-splines of order 3 (degree2) with nodes of multiplicity 1 are used. There are ni nodes in each of the nfb free boundaries,i = l, nfb. The resulting
B-spline curves are continuouslydifferentiableand fully specifiedby the position of the nodes,i.e.
the variables x of the optimization problem (2) are the positions of the nodes.The order of the
B-spline is purposelytaken small becauseit permits a local relationshipbetweenthe points on the
curve and the poles: the B-splines are of order 2, which meansthat the position of a given point
on the curve dependsonly on the position of the 3 neighbouringnodes.The local influence of
the design variables facilitates the optimization by reducing interdependencies
betweenvariables
(what is called 'epistasis' in the evolutionary optimization literature).
Once the B-splines representingthe contours of the componenthave been constructed,a Cree
mesh generator12is used for ulterior finite element analysis.The choice of the mesh is important for the accuracy of the finite element analysis.The mesh needsto be finer in the regions
of the componentthat endurethe largest stressgradients.Most of the time, such critical regions
are located at the boundariesthat have large curvature.Therefore,we force the mesh to be finer
on the curved boundariesby discretizing those boundariesin a large number of small segments.
Each segmentwill be at least one side of a distinct finite element.The smoothnessof the boundary is then regeneratedby projecting the nodes of the quadraticfinite elementson the B-spline
curves. The number of elementsin the mesh is controlled by a required averageelement size
parameter,hsiu.
3. AN EVOLUTIONARY

APPROACH TO SHAPE OPTIMIZATION

3.1. Evo/utionarya/gorithm
We consider in this study an evolutionary optimizer derived from steady-stategenetic algorithms with real variables encoding.13-1S
A flow chatt of the algorithm is given in Figure 1.
The evolutionary search starts with the random choice of a set of design variables x's, caUed
the initial population. There are npopindividuals or design instancesin the initial population.
The shapescorrespondingto those design variablesx are then evaluated,and a normalizedvalue
of the rank of each individual in the population is calculatedbased on the penalized objective
fonctions /p. The smaUerthe value of /p, the higher the rank. Next, two individuals are selected for 'reproduction' with a probability equal to their normalizedrank in the population.Thus,
the best individual bas the highest probability of selection.A new design is generatedthrough
C 1998 John Wiley &. Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Flow cbart of an evolutionary optimizer

'Bat cross-over'.This cross-overis appliedwith a probability Pc. If crossoveris Dot implemented,
the first of the two individuals is copiedas child design.Otherwise,during cross-over,a breakpoint
in the design variablesvector is randomly chosen.The new designpoint inherits the design variables located on the left of the breakpointfrom the first parent design, and it inherits the design
variableson the right of the breakpointfrom the secondparentdesign.The designvariable at the
breakpointis a linear combinationof the correspondingdesignvariablesin the parent designs.An
example of a Bat cross-overis shown hereafterwhere the breakpointis taken at the third design
variable.

v
V
A.xfA

Parent

xi

Parent2:

x1 4

4

Child:

xf

or:

where

« E [0,1]

.xr

.x;a

x'f

After a chiId design bas been createdthrough cross-over,a mutation operator is applied. Each
design variableXi bas a probability Pm of being changedby mutation. If it is decidedto mutateXi,
a new value is taken as an instanceof a randomvariable with Gaussiandistribution centredon Xi.
The variance of the mutation is calculatedsuch that, if Xi is equal to <xrm+ x;oax)/2, where xrm
C 1998 John Wiley &. Sons,Lfd.
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and xrax are the lower and upper bound of XI, respectively,then there are 95.5 per cent chances
that the new Xi is betweenthe bouods, i.e. the variance is equal ta (xF + xrax~/16. Finally,
the new design is analysedand it replacesthe worst design in the population. This processis
repeateduotil the number of analyses~hes an uppetbouod.NA_. The evolutionary searchis
stochastic,which makes it a global optimizer that can dea1with non-convexdesign spacessuch
as those occurring in shapeoptimization.

3.2. Conslrainls handJing

~

There are two strategiesfor handling constraints,depending on their nature. If the relation
betweenthe design variables and the constraint is complex, non-linear, and/or implicit, a penalization of the objective fonction is used (cf. Section2.1). This is usually the casefor coostraints
onr.
On the other band, the relationshipbetweenthe position of the potes and the constraintson the
position of the boundariesis sufficiently explicit to be accountedfor directly in the evolutionary
algorithm. It improves the efficiency of die evolutionary searchbecauseit reducesdie size of
the design &pace.To control the position of die boundaries,each B-spline node is assignedto a
polygonal domain of variation, defined by its corners (cf. for example Figure 4). There are no
restrictions on the polygon, which enablesus to deal with geometricalconstraintsthat are more
complex than bounds on the potes coordinates.The polygons limit the possible positions of the
B-splines becauseany point of a secondorder B-spline is inside the convex domain defmedby
its tbree acting poles. Non-overlappingpolygons preventus from creatingloops in the boundaries.
The position of the potes is constrainedto the interior of their respectivepolygons directly by
the evolutionary optimizer: the potes of the initial designsare taken in the polygons. Cross-over
and mutation are repeateduntil they generatea Cessiblepole position. lterations on cross-overand
mutation are of a negligible numerical cost since one iteration consistonly in two randomnumber
generations(for the two co-ordinatesof the pole) and one conditional test to check that the pole
is in the polygon.

4. A HEURISTIC FOR SHAPE OPTIMIZATION: GENERALIZED BIOLOGICAL GROwm
4.1. Generalizedbiological growth
'Generalizedbiological growth. is a beuristic procedurefor optimizing sbapesof mecbanical
componentsderived from the biological growth methoddescribedin Reference6. Biological growth
pursuesa state of constantstressat the surface of the structureby adding material wbere surface
stresses 0'ai8 are beyond

~.

Similar intuitive optimization beuristics bave been proposed with

the PatternTransformationMethodl6 and photoelasticitytechniques.17
The beuristic applied in tbis study is called 'generalizedbiological growth. becausematerial is
not only added but also removed at the boundaries if

O'--(~JIU':or

0'ai8)~.

respcctively.

Material is removed at underloadedplaces in orner ta find the lighte5t weight struçture.Material
addition at overloadedplacescontributesta the satisfactionof the constraintson 0'ai8. One iteration of generalizedbiological growth is describedbelow. wbere D is the extemal normal at the
current node. s is a given step size. and N-- is the number of finite clementnodescontributing
C 1998JOOn
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to the displacementof the current B-spline pole i:
for ~h

pole i of each moving bouodary,do:
N 8IMIr8= 0

for each node d1atis closer to the current pole than any other pole, do:

N-œ. =N..IeI + 1
enddo loop on nodes,dxl = dXi/NnodCI

(3)

if. (XI + dx:;) is outside the bounding polygon then replaceXi by the intersectionof
(XI + dX;) and the polygon. EIse, replaceXi by (XI + dx:;)
enddo loop on poles
Note that generalizedbiological growth keepsthe B-spline polesinside the boundingpolygons.The
parameters conb"olsthe sensitivity of the boundaryto a=. constraint violations. An estimation
of s is given in Appendix. s ~ 10mm is reasonablesince a 10 per cent violation of dte consb'aints
on a=. inducesa pole displacementof 1mm.
Generalizedbiological growth is a simple heuristic for improving the shapeof a solid. Under
the foUowing idealized conditions, biological growth would producethe optimal shape:
( 1) a local changeof shapebas a local effect on the mechanicalpropertiesof the solid,
(2) removing material increasesefforts locally, and vice versa,
(3) the optimal shapeis sncb that efforts are equally distributed on the boundaryof the solid.
ln reality, generalizedbiological growth helps improving a solid shape.Its effect is expected
to be problem dependent.however, becausethe trade-off betweenmaterial addition and material
removal is decidedby the loads distribution: a structurethat bas a narrow region where constraints
on von Mises stressesare violated bas a different growth convergencedtan a structure where
excessiveloadings are spreadover varions locations.Generalizedbiological growth should fail if
materiaJremoval in a feasible subregionof dte componentincreasesconstraintviolation in another
part of the component.To circumvent this problem, a penalizedversion of biological growth is
subsequentlyproposed.
4.2. Penalized biological growth
Generalizedbiological growth MaY yield structureswhere a=:ea is beyond dte allowable limit
(this is discussedin Reference18). ln an attemptto avoid creating ÏDfeasibleshapes,we develop
a pena1ization strategy that accounts both for the fact that constraints on

0:.

are violated in

the structure and fOI' the rate of successof biological growth at getting nearerlimiting values of
0:,. The rate of successof biological growth at finding designsnear dte limit 0:, = e
is
measuredby a variable, r. r can be consideredas a statevariable that describesthe ability of the
heuristic (pena1izedbiological growth) at finding designssncb that a=:ea~ a::=. The penalization
procedUlereplacesdx with (p(o=.,r)dx)
if constIaintsare violated and dx induces materiaJ
Joss.The rate of successr is updatedafter each iteration i of biological growth accordingto

0 1998 JoIm WiJey A. SCXII.Ltd.
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Negativevaluesof r attestbad perfonnanceof biological growth at satisfyingconstraintson a:.,I'
and vice versa. ~ is a problem related dimensionlessstep size that contrais the dependencyof r

on ~;'

rl/ ~r represents
a cumulateddistanceto the constrainton ~I'

Becauses and ~

have similar rotes in equations(3) and (4), it is recommendedto keep iliem at the sameorder of
magnitude.
The penalty function p(
r) is formulated50 as to satisfy the properties,

u:a,

(5)

Thanks to tbose properties,a convergencetowards light designswith 0=. > ~
can backtrack
to a heavier designas r becomesnegative,and eventuallystartsa new convergencefor low weight
designs.
The penalty function p(a=.,r)
is built from two penalty fonctions PI(U...) and P2(r) that
cany the specifiedpropertieson Umileland r, respectively.When r~O, the Most critical fonction
of PI and P2 is activated,while the oppositestandswhen r>O. More precisely, the penalization
schemeworks as follows :

if (pole is removingmaterial)anda=.>~,

then:

if r>O, tben:
PI=

-1

I+a=.-~
Na

-=1r~

,

-1

1+-N,.

~

P =max(Pt, Pl)
else (r;:EtO)

(6)

PI=2 ( l+o=.-~
Ng

-1

-1

-1

P2=-I +
p

-,.

1+Nr

= min(PI.pz)

endif
dx=pdx
endif

N, and N, IR two nonnalization factors. They IR related to r and (a=. - 0:=), ~tively. Theref~ dteir value is problem dependent.For our application,N, = 120 and N, = 100 IR
reasonable,as it can be seen from the plot of p(a:f:e.,r) on Figure 2. Numerical values for the
penaIizedbiological growth applied to a fan disk IR given in Section 6.
C 1998,.
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Figure 2. Pcualty function p as a function of the optimizer state variable r and

a=..

Nr

= 120. N~ =

100

5. MIXING GENERALIZED BIOLOGICAL GROWTH AND
EVOLUTIONARY OPTIMIZAnON

~

It is tempting to mix a global, stochasticoptimizationmethodsuchas the evolutionary searchwith a
local heuristic such as biological growth becausebath proceduresare complementary.Evolutionary
optimization produceshigh-Qualitysolutions,but at a very large computationalcost since at least
a few thousandsanalysesare necessaryto converge.Reciprocally, generalizedbiological growth
is a fast optimizer, but the produceddesign is just an improvementof the design used to start the
search.
Different strategiesare conceivableto interfacean evolutionaryoptimizer with a local improvement heuristic. The MOStstraightforward implementationis to substitute some of the random
mutationsby orientedmutationsbasedon the heuristic. Alternatively, one could think of using the
heuristic to bias cross-over,but it would require the definition of a very problem specific 'smart'
cross-overoperator. ln this study, we investigatethe use of generalizedbiological growth as a
specializedmutation operator.
Various ways of applying specializedmutationare grill possible.The discussionwill be basedon
die risks that the heuristic mutationputs on the robustnessof the evolutionary search.Experimental
results will be given in Section 6. The principal failure mode of evolutionary methods when
applied to computationally intensive problems is the risk of premature Jossof genetic diversity,
or 'premature convergence'.Under certain circumstances,the population is rapidly dominated by
clones of one individual, and the effectivenessof the evolutionary searchis greatly reduced.Once
the population is close to being uniform, progressis left to die random mutation operator, i.e.
die evolutionary searchdegeneratesinto a random search.This type of convergenceis said to be
prematureif the dominating design is not optimal, which is likely to occur early in the search.
Note that specializedmutation is not a complete replacementof die usual random mutation.
Randommutation must in all casesbe applied as die fundamentalmechanismfor preventing Joss
of genetic diversity in die population. If specializedmutation always improves the point at which
it is applied, then it should not be applied exclusively on the best design in die population. The
pitfall of such a strategyis to promote die best design tao early in die evolutionary search,which
will threaten genetic diversity. On die contrary, the following strategiesfor applying specialized
mutation guide the evolutionary searchwhite preservinggenetic diversity:
1. Biological growth is applied to all of the individuals in a population, which preservesthe
balanceof the population.
CI 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2. Biological growth is applied to the worst individual in the population.
3. Biological growth is applied to the initial population.

~

Those strategiesare comparedin Section 6. Generalizedbiological growth is applied for Ti iterations every Ta analyses.For example, if growth mutation is applied to aIl of the individuals
of the population, the population size is 50 individuals, and Ta= 150,Ti = 2, then 2 consecutive
populations are generatedby biological growth, the equivalent of 1 population is generatedby
evolutionary search,and the processis repeated.Biological growth needsto be applied right after
an analysisin orner to know the stressstate in the solid. ln our implementation,the chiId design
is either generatedthroUgh selection + cross-over+ mutation, or by biological growth. A ftow
chart of the evolutionary algorithm with biological growth is given in Figure 3.

~

6. RESULTS
6.1. Fan disk prob/em description
The detennination of the shape of a fan disk is an important industrial application of Sbape
optimization.19.20
The casepresentedhere bas been fonnulated for the airplane engine manufacturer SNECMA. Becauseof the axisymmetryof the disk, the shapeof the cross-sectiononly needs
to be detennined.Axisymmetric, quadratic finite elementsare used. The outside geometryof the
disk where the blades are fixed is not modelled. Nevertheless,the disk is submittedto centrifugai forces due to its own rotation at a speed(J)and supplementaryoutwards forces Fblades
that
account for the inertia of the blades are introduced.Note that such an axisymmetrical loading
is an approximationto the real problem where loading is not truly axisymmetrical.A complete
picture of the problem aIong with the boundaryconditionsis given in Figure 4. The disk is made
C 1998 John Wiley &:. Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Description of the fan disk shape optimization problcm. Polcs bounding polygoos fŒ the fine boundary description
are shown in dasbed line

of titanium alloy, which is assumedto remain elastic during the loading. The analysis is carried out using the fuûte element code ZéBuLon 7}1 We seek to minimize the volume V of the
disk,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

by changingthree of the boundaries(the three other boundariesare fixed) (cf. Figure 4),
such that the boundariesremain within a certain region (cf. Figure 4),
such that the maximum of the von Mises stresses
is below the value ~,
and such that the hoop stressesmagnitude I~I on the boundary along the blades are
smaller tban a limiting value a91Jow.

ut:.

Constraintson the boundariesof the disk ensurethat the optimizedShapeis compatiblewith the rest
of the engineparts. The boundarieswhere the disk is in contactwith other enginecomponentsare
fixed. The constraintson ut:. and I~ 1are the na= 2 stressconstraintsmentionedin Section2.1.
Resultsof numerical experimentsare presentedfor a disk madeof titanium alloy at a temperature T=90°C. At fuis temperature,the propertiesof the alloy are: density p=4.45e-09kg/mm3,
Young's modulus E= 170000.0MPa, Poisson's ratio v=O.3, coefficient of thermal expansion
1X=9.3e-O6°C-I.

The design values

0 1998 John Wiley &. Sons, Ltd.
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tenDSof distanceto the allowable value. Similarly, the volume is discussedin tenDsof nonnalized
volume, VIVo.The principal dimensionsof the disk cross-sectionare given on Figure 5. The disk
is rotating at an angularvelocity w=563.316radls, and is submittedto an outwardspressurefrom
the blades,Fbladel
= 73.474MPa. ln the caIculationof the objective function /p, a reaaonablevalue
of the penalty parameterP was found experimentaIlyto he P = 0.5.
The accuracyof our meshingprocedurebas heentestedon the upper right designof Figure II.
Resultsof the testsare summarizedin Table 1. Distancesto maximal von Mises and hoop ~,

u=.

and U:X' respectively, are given as a fonction of the mesh. The CPU time of the ulterior

a;x

finite element analysis is also indicated. It is seenthat a=. and
increaseby less than 1
per cent when the number of degrcesof frcedom goes from 1240 to 3680. ~ = 30 (number of
degreesof freedom= 1856) is a good compromisebetweennumber of elementsand efficiency.
The default parametersof the evolutionaryalgorithm are: populationsize"POP = 50,probabilityof
cross-overPc = l, probability of mutation Pm= 0.1, maximum numberof analysesN~
= 2000.
On a SUN SparcStation20-612, the averagetime for one analysis is 108 CPU. 8.0s are taken
by the finite element analysis of die disk with about 1800 degrœs of fr=oIn, 18 is spent for
remeshing,the rest is spentduring pre- and post-processingoperations.Therefore,a 2000 analyses
nID takes S.5h CPU.
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Table

ha
10
18
20
30
40
50
70
100

Resultsof the finite elementana1ysis
for differentmesh..

Number of degrees
of frecdoot
3680
2520
2328
1856
1600
1496
1360
1240

Distancefrœn

DistaŒefiun
t1';" to tI-;'- (0;.)

-a=. to a:= (%)

-

0.44
0-39
0030
0.00
0-00
0-10
-0-15
0079

0-00
0-05
0.00
0-00
0.00
0.05
-0.40

-0-65

cru (.) of d1e
FElnalysis
48.5
21.4
16.1
8.7
6.1
4.6
3.8
3.0

Note: The rcfelalCe fŒ die stress values is takcn at Itlile = 30

The default parametersfor the generalizedand penalizedbiological growth are: growth step size

s = 10mm, state variable step size Ar = 5, and the biological growth nonnalizing penalty factors

N, and Na are equal to 120 and 100. respectively.The parameterss and 6.r were cbosenamong
the values s=2,5,IOmm and Ar=5,IO,20 basedon a few nJns.
Two problems will be discussed.The first one, called 'coarse bouodary description', is such
that the first moving bouodary is representedby nI = 6 poles, the secondmoving bouodary bas
n2 =4 pales. and the third moving boundary bas n3 = 2 pales (cf. Figure 5). The total number of

continuousdesign variablesfor the coarseboundarydescriptionis thus (6 + 4 + 2) x 2 = 24 which
representsthe number of degreesof frcedom of the poles. The second optimization problern,
refered to as 'fine bouodarydescription', bas nI = 12 pales on the first bouodary,while n2 and n3
remain eqUalto 4 and 2, respectively,for a total of (12 + 4 + 2) x 2 = 36 design variables.

~

6.2. Genera/izedand penalized biologica/ growth
Figures 6 and 7 show the comparativeconvergenceof generalizedand penalized biological
growth for the coarseand the fine boundarydescriptions,respectively.Figure 7 results from the
averageof 3 IUDSand Figure 6 representsa single run. The initial designsare chosenrandomly,but
they are the same for the two versionsof biological growth. For generalizedas weil as penalized
biological growth, it can be seenthat the progressin tenDSof objective function is very fast in the
first 10 analyses.This correspondsto the simultaneousreduction of volume and critical stresses.
However,in ail cases,dIe designstowardswhich biological growth convergesare Dot feasiblewith
respect to ~
and 0'86.At convergence,0':. and ~
are beyond their allowable values by
12.5-25 per cent and 25-75 per cent, respectively.An exampleof designsgeneratedduring one
run of generalizedand penalizedbiological growth is given in Figure 8. Biological growth is a
heuristic for Shapeimprovement,but it is DOtan optimization procedurewith a criterion to be
minimized and a strategyfor changingdesign variablesthat guaranteesfeasibility of the final design. The principle throUghwhich it improvesshapes-add material on the boundarieswhere ~
is beyood ifs allowable value and vice versa-is prone to local convergence.Biological growth
startssometimesoscillating arounda design,as it cao be seenin Figures6 and 7. The comparison
of generalizedand penalizedbiological growth in Figures 6 and 7 showsthat penalizing growth
pennits achieving more feasible designs.Generalizedgrowth starts degradingthe performanceof
the designs it createsafter 10 analysesbecauseof excessiveweight reduction and infeasibility.
C 1998 John Wiley .t; Sou. Ld
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On the conrrary, penalized biological growth is a more stable procedurein tenns of feasibility.
However, the price paid by penalizedbiological growth is higher weight resulting designs.
Evcn thoUgh,with penalizedgrowth, the overall stateof constraintviolation is taken into account
when removing material,the principle by which penalizedand generalizedbiological growth work
remainsthe same:add material where stressesare large. Such a heuristic procedureis, as our fan
disk exampleshows,prone to convergenceto a local infeasible optimum.
The best rate of improvementof the designsis obtainedin the very first iterationsof biological
growth. After 10 iterations,Dot only the improvementrate slows down, but also there is a risk of
degradingthe designsobtained.For those reasons,it was decidedto apply biological growth only
for a few iterations as a local irnprovementoperatorwhen rnixing it with evolutionary search.
6.3. /nterfacing generalizedbi%gica/ growth and evo/utionary optimization
Tables Il and III give the averageobjective function value. ~, and the associatedstandard
deviation after 2000 analysesfor ail algoriduns comparecihere. The results are based on three
independentruns. For the disk shapeproblem, 2000 analysesare typically the price that tan be
paid for the optimization, 50 we take the perfonnanceÏp of the optimization after 2000 analyses
as our perfonnancecriterion.
The algorithms comparedare various implementationsof mixed evolutionary and generalized
biological growth, evolutionary optimization only with two rates of mutation Pm. and a random
C 1998 loba Wiley &; Sous,Ltd
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Figure 7. Comparison bctween gcneralizcd and penalized biological growth, fine boundary description, results avenged over
3nms

~
Table ll. Average objective function and standarddeviation of the dilferent
algorithrns alter 2000 analyses,coarseboundary

Description

Randomhillclimber
No bio., p. =0.1
No bio., p. =0-2
Gen.bio., T. = 500, Tt= 1
Gen.bio., T.=400, Tt=4
Gen.bio., T. = 200, T, = 2
Gen.bio. to WOl'St,T. = 10, Tt = 1
Gen.bio. to WOfSt,Ta= 2, T, = 1
Gen.bio. to îniLpop., Ti = 4

Average objective Objective function
functionvalue4 standarddeviation
0.596
0.572
0.565
0.555
0.559
0.567
0.557
0.568
0.563

0-012
0-005
0-005
0-008
0-007
0-007
0-003
0-006
0-005

Note: Baseci on 3 nms, the parameters that are DOt specified in the <:haracteristics are
the default paramctcrs

C 1998 John Wiley &; Sons, LkI.
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Figure 8. Designs obtained by generalized and penalized biologicaJ growth, fine boUDdary description

hillclimber. The random hillclimber changesthe position of the poles randomly using a Gaussian
distribution around the current poles positions. If therandom displacementresults in an improvement of the design,the designis savedand used as starting point for the next randomperturbation
of the design. If the randomjump does Dot produce a better design, the changeis Dot saved and
the previous design is used as starting point for the next perturbation.
6.3.1. Biological growth versusrandom mutation. The effect of biological growth on the convergenceof an evolutionary optimizer can be seenin Figure 10. The curve denoted ohio. applied
C 1998 John Wiley &; Sons, Ltdc
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Table ill. Average objective fuoction and standarddcviatiODof the
different aIgorithmsafter 2000 analyses.fine boundary
Description

No bio.. p. =0.1
Gen.bio..T. = soo. Tt- 1
Note: Based 0113 nIDS, Ille ~
are die default parameten

Average objective
function value

Objective function
standarddcviation

0.570
0.560

0.005
0.002

-

!bat are Dot spccified in che ebaracrerlstics

to pop.' shows the averagecharacteristicsof the population when 1 iteration of biological growth
is applied to each member of the population every 500 analyses.On the average,there results a
decrcasein volume and an increaseof the stressessuch that the averageobjective function value
increases.
The perfonnanceof evolutionary optimization and evolutionary optirnization mixed with biologicai growth are comparedin Figure 9. The default versionsof the algorithms have Pm=0.1.
With this setting, generalized biological growth helps the optimization since the average
objective function value at 2000 iterations is 0.559 against 0.572 without biological growth. It
is howeverpossiblethat the benetit of biological growth is only due to the new solutionsit brings
in the population, a fOIe that random mutation could play as weil. To study whether the benetit of biological growth is real, a nID with a higher probability of mutation Pm = 0.2 and no
biological growth bas been perfonned. It yields an averageobjective"function ~ of 0.565. Becausevery large rates of random mutation seemto help the evolutionary search,the intensity of
stochasticchangesis further increasedto a maximum, which yields the random hillclimber. The
performanceof the random hillclimber (0.596) is clearly worse than BOyversion of evolutionary
or mixed evolutionary optimizer (cf. Table II and Figure 9). Thus, the performanceof the evolutionary searchmixed with biologicai growth is steadily better than the perfonnanceof evolutionary
optimizerswith differentamountsof randommutation.The changesperformedby biologicai growth
cao heip the evolutionary searchfinding good designsfaster than an extra amountof random mutation could.
From the volume and stressesconvergencein Figure 9, it is seenthat the random hillclimber
achieveslow volume designs that do Dot respect the constraintson stresses.On the contrary,
pure evolutionary searchstalls at rather high volume designs.Biological growth appearsto offer
a mechanismfor reducing weights while keeping the constraintson stressesnear feasibility.
6.3.2. Mixing strategy. Thrcc Sb'ategies have been investigated for mixing biological growth
with evolutionary search: biological growth is applied either simultaneously to the entire population,
or only to the worst of the population, or only to die initial population. ln order to co~
similar
intensities of application of biological growili. we define the frequency of application of biological
growth Fba as the number of individuals generated through biological growth over die number of
individuals generated by evolutionary search. For example, if biological growtb is applied to ail
individuals in die population for Ti iterations every Ta analyses,dIen Fba= (npopTi
)/(Ta - npopTi).
If biological growth is applied only to the worst design of the population, Fbi = Ti/(Ta - TI), If
biological growth is applied to the initial population, FbI =(npopT/)/(N~
- npopTi).
C 1998John Wi1cy .. Sou, LIdo
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Figure 9. Comperison between a random hillclimber, evolutionary search, and mixed biological growth and evolutionary
search, coarse boUDdary description, best individual, averaged over 3 runs

We can comparein Table II the implementations'gen.bio., Ta = 500, Ti = l', 'gen.bio.to worst,
Ta =

~.

10, Ti= l'and 'gen.bio.to init.pop.,Ti = 4', that ail havea frequencyof applicationof

biological growth Fbg= 1/9. The effect of the three strategieson the averageobjective function,
normalized volume, u::es and az:;x in the population is plotted in Figure 10. The worst strategy
is to apply biological growth to the initial population only (Ïp = 0.563).A possibleexplanation
is that biological growth eliminates alternativesin the designs of the initial population that are
crucial for finding good solutions later in the search.Applying biological growth to the worst of
the population doesDot seemto affect very much the averageperformanceof the search.:.
The best
strategyis to apply generalizedbiological growth to the entire population,which yields fp = 0.555.

At a frequencyof applicationof biological growth Fbg= 1/1, 'gen.bio.,Ta=400, Ti=4',
'gen.bio., Ta=200, Ti=2' and 'gen.bio. to worst, Ta=2, Ti=l' can be compared.Once again,
applying biological growth to the worst of the population doesDot perform as weil as applying it
to ail of the population.
Table II can also be used to study what rate of application of biological growth should be
prefered.The comparisonof 'gen.bio., Ta = 500,Ti= l', 'gen.bio.,
Ta = 400, Ti=4' and 'gen.bio.,
Ta =200, Ti =2' shows that a frequencyFbg= 1/9 is better than a frequencyFbl = 1/1. This is
confinnedby the runs where biological growth is applied to the worst individual in the population.
'gen.bio. to worst, Ta = 10, Ti = l'and 'gen.bio.to worst,Ta = 2, Ti= l'. Furthermore,
at a given
frequency Fbg and given a particular mixing strategy,there are also different ways of applying
C 1998 John Wiley & Sons,Lfd.
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Figure 10. Convcrgcnce of the average of the population for three mixing strategies. average of the population, averaged
over three nms, couse boundary description, Fbg = 1/9

biological growd1by changingthe number of growd1iterations TI and the periodicity of application of biological growd1 Ta. For a particular Fbg' Ta measuresthe granularity of application of
biological growd1. 'gen.bio., Ta = 400, TI = 4' bas a lower averageobjective function value /p than
'gen.bio., Ta = 200, TI = 2' for the sameFbg= 1/1 (0.559 against 0.567), which indicatesthat a
large granularity Ta should be prefered.

6.4'. Optimal fan disk shapes
A summary of typical results of the mixed biological and evolutionary searchesis given in
Figure Il. The first free boundary presentsvarious shapesin good designs.The shapescao be
characterizedby the number of bulges,which goes from 1 to 3. The secondand third ftee boundaries have similar shapeson ail good designs.The best design found bas 1 bulge, a normalized
volume of 0.54, a maximum von Mises stress ~
beyond ~
by 0.9 per cent, and a maximum
hoop stress oH beyond o1Blowby 0.35 per cent The best design was obtained using the coarse

boundary description.The emergenceof the bulges seemsto cali for material far from the blades,
and near the axis of rotation. The current encoding scheme,where B-spline potes are authorized
to move within certain polygons, permit creating bulges of rather restricted shapes.Optimized
designs found here cali for an encoding schemethat can handle stiffener-like shapes.It should
be noted that the number of bulges on the boundary is related to the number of potes describing
C 1998 John Wiley &; ~
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Figure 11. Optimal fan disk shapes
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the boundarybut it doesDot dependon the implementationof the stochasticoptimizer used(among
thosepresentedin Tables Il and III). The coarseboundarydescription,that bas 6 moving B-spline
poles, will generally yield a final design with one or two bulges, while the fine boundary description that bas 12 poles on the first boundary usually yields three bulges after 2000 analyses.
The coarseboundarydescriptiondoes Dot allow sufficient degreesof freedomto the boundary for
it to form three singled-out bulges. On the other band, when a lot of poles are being used, the
problem is more complex and there are very little chancesthat the convergedshapehas less than
three bulges. ln that case,it is likely that a good yet complex shapeappearsearly in the search
and spreadsifs characteristicsin the population. This type of problem bas already been noticed
in Reference22 for the topological design of non-planarwings. They proposedan approachto
this type ofproblem, caUedvariable-complexityencoding,where the number of design variables
is increasedduring optimization.
7. CONCLUSIONS
An approachto shapeoptimization that combinesa heuristic basedon biological growth, and an
evolutionaryoptimizer bas been proposed.Boundariesare encodedusing B-splines.The procedure
can accommodatea large variety of material behavioursand constraints.Resultsare presentedwith
regardto the optimal shapeof a fan disk. The disk is designedfor minimum weight with constraints
on admissibleshapes,maximal von Mises stresses,and maximal hoop stressesin regions of the
disk near the blades.
ln the first part of the paper, two versionsof biological growth have been studied.Generalized
biological growth is a heuristic that removesand adds material dependingon the local state of
stressesat the boundary.Penalizedbiological growth further penalizesboundarydisplacementsthat
remove material dependingon the global constraintssatisfactionof the currentdesignand depending on the aptitude of biological growth at getting near constraintssatisfactionduring previous
iterations. Both versions are very efficient at improving the designsduring the first 10 iterations,
but they usually do Dot yield feasible designs.Nevertheless,penalizedbiological growth produces
designsnearerfeasibility than generalizedbiological growth does.
The secondpart of the paper investigatesfan disk shapeoptimization using an evolutionary
optimization method. The advantageof the evolutionary optimizer avec a random hillclimber is
verified. Next, generalizedbiological growth is mixed with the evolutionary optimizer under the
foTmof a specializedmutation procedure.Different strategiesfor interfacingbiological growth and
C 1998 John Wiley &. Sons, Ltd.
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evolutionary optimization, and different rates of application of biological growth are compared.
It is shown that the mixed optimizer is most efficient when biological growth is simultaneously
applied to the entire population of designs.Furthermore,the optimization procedureperforms the
best when one individual out of ten is producedthroUghbiological growth. The efficiency of the
optimizer is significantly improved by replacing some of the random mutations by iterations of
biological growth.
A logical extensionof the presentwork would be to device a different encodingscheme,incorporating the idea of variable complexity, that can produce more general shapes,and specifically
stiffener-likeshapes.By introducingthe possibility for creatingclosed,interior boundaries,the presentedmethodologywould directly generalizefrom shapeoptimization to topological optimization
problems.
APPENDIX

Estimation of s
This appendixgives an estimationof the step size parameters of equation(3) for the caseof
an elastic solid in rotation. s influencespoles displacementsthroughout
dxj =dxj

+S

q mises

-

misesD
~Jow

u!J!ow

lDJses

The calculation is basedon the definition of a region of the componentsubjectedto sweUing(the
'domain of optimization', cf. References6 and 18). The domain of optimization cao be seenas a
thin axisymmetricalsolid in rotation, subjectedto an outward (constant) pressureon its externat
bouodary(due to centrifugai forces of the rest of the body), cf. Figure 12. Assumingplane stress
state and e ~ R, hoop stressesare approximatedby
U9

= urRfe

(7)

Biological growth changesel, the width of the optimization domain, with a resulting stressstate
U8.1(and Umi-,1 = V1/3(u~+ ui.1- U,U8,/», Since (u,R) is constant,U8= u8,lel/e. The derivative
of Umitea
with respectta boundarymoves is expressedas
CO'miscs

ce

OO'miICI
= --

00'8

00'8 oe

= (2UI-

Ur

el

-0"8.1;2"

60'--

(H)

which, evaluatedin the ith configurationyields,

~ôe

(al;)-

- 0',.PB,t

{20'B,t

(9)

ool8i-.tet

= ~~,

Using a linear approximation of O"mises
and setting O"miIes,i+l

(20'9,1- O'r)0'9'I(e,+l- el)=~~
60"mises,;e;
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or,
et+\

- e; = ( 6etO'D-.te

O'miIeI,;

(20'9.; -0',. )O'9,t

-

qaI~

q8~"

Since (e;+1- et) correspondsto dz; in equation(3), s is approximatedby
.r~ 6e;0'~;~
(20'8,; 0', )0'8,1

-

For the rotating disk presentedin Section 6 (0'mi-./~/«20'8,;
Reference

18, one

s ~ 30 mm.

This

sets eo = 5 mm

validates

the order

(the

authors

took

of magnitude

eo = 10 mm

of s in Section

\1.L}

for

O")0'8,;)~
a larger

1, and based on
structure),

so that

6 (s = 10 mm).
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